
Shadows All Around
Demonstration and Playlist for Day 1 and Day 2



Shadows All Around: Directions

1. Choose an activity from the Shadows All Around Playlist

2. You can read the directions and see examples on other slides in this 
slideshow

3. Upload your work or some examples of your work (if you have a lot of 
pictures)

4. On Day 2, Choose another activity from the Shadows All Around Playlist



Shadows All Around Playlist: Choose one project for Day 1
                                                     Choose one project for Day 2

1. Choose an object and draw its shadow.  Do a few drawings, then cut them 
out.  You can color them and create a collage with the shapes. 

2. Take photos of shadows around your house or outside.

3. Take a shadow self-portrait

4. Create a still life and light it with a strong lamp or flashlight.  Draw the still life 
with the shadows.  What do you notice about the colors?

5. Create a Shadow Puppet Theater and Make Shadow Puppets                      (This 
project can be for both Day 1 and Day 2)

6. Create Shadow Figures on the wall.  



1. Choose an object and draw its shadow

Inside with a lamp light

Outside with afternoon 
sunlight

Inside with lamplight

Then I cut out the 
shadow shapes.  I 
colored them with 
markers and crayons.  
I created a collage. 



2. Draw or take photos of shadows in your house or outside.



3. Draw or take a photo of  a shadow self-portrait.



4. Draw a Still Life with Shadows

Arrange your objects.  
I used a lamp to shine a 
bright light so the objects 
would cast a shadow.  



5. Create Shadow Puppets and a Shadow Puppet Theater  
(This project is for both Day 1 and Day 2 of Art Class this week.



6. Create Shadow Figures on the Wall


